
Option Assumptions

➔ Keep goals established by model 
review and tech advisory

➔ Best thinking in what it will take to 
make progress in closing our gaps

Options Considered

➔ Reduce costs by replacing with 
something less expensive or 
rethinking the strategy

➔ 1 time cost that could be considered 
for fund balance

➔ 1 time cost that could be associated 
with capital projects

➔ Shift cost to general fund

Preliminary Options to Reduce 
Potential Levy Costs

for Board Consideration 
in Implementation of the 

Technology Plan

July 30, 2019



Spending Reductions / Delays
Option Implication / Impact Cost Impact
A. Use a different product for classroom 

amplification (TBD) and wireless 
projection (ScreenBeam) 
~$2000/classroom

Systems not standardized across buildings, some functionality lost. However, for 
most users, this option will meet needs and equity/access goals.

$1,500,000

B. Reduce assessment for proficiency 
measures to every other year

Fewer opportunities to access progress toward goals

Message sent with annual assessment reinforces “we are serious about making 
measurable  gains year over year and helps inform year to year planning and 
attending to impact

$ 44,000

C. Decrease conference attendance to 
every other year.

Compromises learning for tech leadership and coaches. 
Coaches and leadership learning lags behind current developments and best 
practices.  Delay in meeting goals, we must build a firm foundation with principals, 
content leads, and building coaches - seeing what others are doing from 
conference attendance is a great way to make sure we are taking advantage of the 
best examples - which tend to be those highlighted at the conferences and is  an 
efficient way to gain knowledge + benefits of team attendance in having time to 
process and plan outside of the conference hours is a huge value added

$ 50,000

D. Phase in added FTE coaches over 2 
yrs

Delays in meeting goals. 
Inequitable support across the system to start with.  This has the potential to pit 
elementary vs secondary with immediate implementation needs for added devices 
at secondary in math and science because of new curriculum, so if support follows 
demand that would likely be a top priority initially

$ 641,000

E. Intercom: replace as systems fail (1/2 
schools)

Intercom systems in some buildings are 20+ yrs old
Systems not standardized. 
Some schools won't have the functionality that others have.

$ 225,000

F. TH data center refresh: if we can get 
service contracts to cover failures we 
could delay 1 year to next levy

Moves cost to next levy and thus both data center refreshes would then be in same 
levy. 
Cost of service contracts increases with equipment age, TCO increased by delaying 
the refresh.

$ 300,000

G. Reduce contingency by 50% Reduces flexibility and may limit options if contingency needs emerge.  Year over 
year spending plan to the board allows us to be flexible year to year as needs 
emerge.

$ 200,000

H. Shift from 4 yr refresh to 5 yr refresh Some performance loss as equipment ages.
Saving appears in next levy (year 5) when computers won’t be need to be 
refreshed.
Over a 20 year period, with a 4 year replacement cycle, devices would be replaced 
5 times. With a 5 year replacement cycle, devices would be replaced 4 times. 
Approximate savings would be $3,500,000.

NA--already 
reflected in plan

I. Replace radios only as they fail (1/2 
radio estimate)

Some radios are up to 10 years old and are beginning to fail. About 20 need to be 
replaced because they don’t support digital transmission. $ 100,000

TOTAL $3,060,000
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Kimberly’s Prioritization in order of what should be 
kept as is (not delay or reduce spending)

D
C
F
B
G,I,E (I don’t know enough to discriminate)
A I think we should do this no matter what



Option Implication / Impact Cost Shifts
J. Replace old computers with a goal to get 

back on a refresh cycle and improve 
student/staff experience. 

See possible replacement schedule 
below. 

Teachers and students able to work more productively and 
efficiently sooner than waiting for levy..
Newer devices ease demand for support and maintenance.
Not a sustainable solution for refresh and could send a message to 
the community that this could be a longer term funding strategy 
instead of a tech levy.

        $ 2,643,000
(students)

              $    627,000
(staff)

K. Add computers to increase access 1:1 at 
secondary

Purchase an additional 515 devices.
Able to increase access in science and math (highest need) sooner.
As access increases, so do staff training needs, thus there may be 
additional training costs that will need to come from somewhere. 
If additional coaches aren’t in place, we may have difficulty 
providing necessary training.

$ 245,000

TOTAL  $ 3,515,000

Use Fund Balance

DRAFT

Kimberly’s main concern with J is that it puts us 
in a bad place refresh wise--unless we just start 
year one early.

Concern re K: Want to make sure we are 
pacing things reasonably

Current Age of Devices

Purchase 
2014

Purchase
2015

Purchase 
2016

Purchase
2017

5 yrs old 4 yrs old 3 yrs old 2 yrs old

Student laptop 1616 543 295 809

Student 
Chromebook

1883 70 1158 1486

Staff laptop 284 319 98 1

Staff desktop 30 75 126 50

* Numbers do not include 500+ classroom presentation laptops which are past 
refresh date by multiple years (6+ yrs old)

Possible Replacement Schedule

Year Approximate Number of Devices Approximate Cost

2020 4820 (2014 and 2015 devices) $1,770,000

2021 1677 (2016 devices) $620,000

2022 2346 (2017 devices) $880,000



Option Implication / Impact Cost Shifts
L. Data center at MV Warranty expires in April 2020 $ 250,000

M. Replace 105 ActiveBoards with 
interactive projectors

Increasing requests for replacement with projector image  fading and 
increasing problems with older activeboards. $ 263,000

N. Replace failing intercom systems (cost 
reflects spending reduction “E.”)

Intercom systems in some buildings are 20+ yrs old.
Systems not standardized. 
Some schools won't have the functionality that others have.

$ 225,000

O. Audio amplification system and wireless 
projection in classrooms

Provides system-wide amplification for students, improving hearing; 
however, will require some teacher training and expectations for use. 
Provides equitable functionality with new buildings, but systems won’t be 
standardized.

$ 600,000

TOTAL $ 1,338,000

Use Capital Projects

DRAFT



Shift to General Fund
Option Implication / Impact Cost Shifts
P. Redesign curriculum to experiences for 

students in support of technology 
standards

Shift expense to general fund where there are competing needs and 
priorities,  technology may not be seen as the highest priority in a particular 
year.
Elevates risk for not meeting targets set and communicated as part of 
technology plan and continued investment for community

  $  132,000

Q. Update and develop technology 
progressions and identify student 
measures for growth and achievement

Shift expense to general fund where there are competing needs and 
priorities,
Measures are not currently in place aligned to student technology standards 
and increased accountability called for in the tech plan.  Could be seen to be 
lower priority by others in the system.

$  92,000

R. Levy Issuance Election Costs Tech levy runs with EP&O Feb 2020 $ 110,000

TOTAL $ 334,000

DRAFT



Overall Projected Cost for Tech Plan Implementation $22,103,000

Implement All Proposed Options for Reductions & Delays $3,060,000

Implement All Proposed Options for Shifts to Fund Balance $3,515,000

Implement All Proposed Options for Shifts to Capital Projects $1,338,000

Implement All Proposed Options for Shifts to General Fund $334,000

Projected 2020-2024 Tech Levy Amount $13,856,000

DRAFT


